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3. Environmental Education and Teachers’ Knowledge in Malaysia 
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4. Methodology 

Teachers ’ Handbook of Environmental Education across Curriculum in 
Secondary Schools

 item to total correlation

5. Results

5.1. Geography Teachers' Knowledge of Environmental Concepts (TKEC) 

5.2. Least Known and Most Known Environmental Concepts  by Geography Teachers 
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I had little knowledge too ... If a teacher did not attend the environment course... things like this (referring 
to the term biodiversity) will be a new thing…

Biodiversity.... I admit that I have heard.... But ... if people want me to explain the meaning of his words ... 
I am not sure which the definition....

What about the term…deforestation.... 
Ha... I do not know the word... We throw away the forest... like it was probably meant... I am not sure...       

Deforestation... I do not understand... With sustainable... I never see before...
The word...
Ha...a new concept...but deforestation and sustainable...I have but I cannot remember... cannot 
remember whether I read or not, so I cannot tell you now...

Sustainable development.... I think... the development… cut all the forest… we build new housing... we do 
all that... unplanned development can cause environmental damage...  (Laugh)...                                                       

Yes... it’s a new term... sustainable development.  Sustainable usually large... I guess it is ... I am not very 
sure ...                                                                                       
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Environment pollution is easy compared to the other ... because it happens around us 
Do you think that you have lot of knowledge about the pollution?
Ha..Ha.. Not only me... the students also have extensive knowledge about environmental pollution ... 

                                                                          
When we said…environmental pollution ... in the Malay Language subject ... sometimes there are essays 

about environmental pollution ... the effects of environmental pollution on....in Science subjects we come 
across environmental pollution…

This is a natural resource…people say that... We understand what are the           resources and… 
understand what are natural resources, so we can explain to students....

What do you mean?
Natural resources… what we call... renewable... like water ...the other non-renewable resources... like 

oil fuel.                                                                                    
Quite simple... Things that are around us... The term itself I think it is easy to understand ... Natural 

resources. Resources that can and can not be renew... we shall give a simple example to students... but a 
specific topic is in Form 3...

Hmmm... over population... that even I can explain this ...
Can explain ...  
Yes... I think students can understand about it....

There is no problem because we may have a over population ... for example ... our nearest neighbor... 
Indonesia... our neighbor....but ...Bangladesh, India, China, Vietnam... Vietnam we put aside... because it is 
far away…

Cut out all but no replanting ... that causes desolation ... soil …. not fertile soil. Can...? OK we look the 
second…logging. What are the effects of logging...? OK logging refers to timber harvesting in what way…is 
not under control ...The first is the extinction of flora and fauna. Which means that animals and plants 
becoming extinct. OK …huh… for example ... if we run the logging ... OK we cut trees, ... so there are no 
trees… animals  and wildlife have become extinct ...for what reason ... cover ...  had lost ... had cut ... had 
destroyed ... indirectly ... flora and fauna will become extinct. Example….?     

As a result of human greed ….wihout living up…. whatever tree he cut it out ...who are directly 
affected?

Human...  
Human well.. as a result of irresponsible actions .... So even if the tree be cut down .... do not cut all the 

trees … but what happens if all are cut down ... Is it harmful to us?
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5.3. Factors that influence Geography Teachers' Knowledge About the Environment concepts 

5.4. Factors on Teachers’ Least Known Environmental Concepts 

Concepts new to teachers. 

For biodiversity and deforestation... aaa... this year I've heard that word... I heard this year. A new 
concept in Geography ...
Sustainable development ... aaaaaa... this one I do not really understand this concept... about this 
concept... it is new to me...  
Teachers’ experience. 

For me... I’m new teacher... new... I've just heard... word of biodiversity... a new concept ... for me... 
perhaps for others... experience teachers... has been possible for them... no problem ...

Abstract concept. 

For me, biodiversity is... a new concept... it is true... Ha... a bit difficult compared with other concepts 
... cannot show a clear ... things can not seen...

What does it mean you cannot show clearly?  
The concept is... abstract.... 

It is not clear ... some concept that we can show such as pollution ... if pollution we can show... What 
we call...? Hha... abstract... 

5.5. Factors on Teachers Most Known Environmental Concepts 

Various sources of information and knowledge. 

Ha ... environmental pollution.... I know that much,... we always discuss this issue... even the term ... The 
term was not a kind of strange, really... hmmm... what we always hear.... on TV, newspaper....         
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Yeah... We often hear the word pollution… in the news on TV or... in the newspaper ...have discussed 
about pollution here and there... This term is quite common…

environmental pollution ... in the Malay language subject... sometimes discussed about environmental 
pollution ... the effects of environmental pollution... and in Science... described on air pollution, water 
pollution ... explained all about environmental  pollution ... a lot of discussion... so we  know better from 
the other ...  
Because ... the title... and  pollution is everywhere ... In the Malay Language, too... in science subjects 
there are related topics...
The concrete concept. 

If we want to explain about pollution,… it was easier than… biodiversity ... ozone layer depletion... things 
that can not be seen ... easier to explain the things we see .... things that cannot be seen .... really hard to 
understand...
Simple... Things that are around us... I think the term itself is simple... natural resources... resource that 
can and can not be renew... we shall give a simple example to students...   

Geography curriculum content. 

Natural resources were OK for me, I understand. It is related to natural resources... forests ... water ... 
land... in the syllabus.
... Natural resources... renewable resources and non renewable resource... This topic is in Form 3... but I 
know it... I usually teach Form 3… 

Because the form 2 syllabus... ha ... it is population ... is OK ... I know ... over population..

I  know... and simple... A lot of discussion in the form of two... I have learned about population when I was 
in University....                            

Teachers’ Experience. 

Before I was involved with (teaching) geography and the environment... my knowledge is very shallow... 
When we were in this group... aaa... the exposure began. OK... why...the Canadian had low population?. 
Why do India had over population and less resources? Why...if we are not Geography teacher we will not 
know... they know only the composition of the population... he did not know what happened in a country...

...OK. Firstly... what occurs is air pollution... For what? ... OK, if you cut all the trees... cut all the trees... 
we burn them... smoke cause air pollution. Air pollution caused what happen...?                     

... So congestion in the city... lot of problem is occurring... pollution ... vehicle congestion is too much ... if 
the vehicles are too many… pollution there... and when there are a lot of people... rubbish pollution even 
more... what else?                           
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6. Discussions and suggestions 

about
for through 

7. Conclusion 
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